
editorial

protecting the permanent fund

the legislature may have completed its special session inin
juneau by the time you read this we can only hope legislators
conduct their business efficiently and professionally and that they
get it done quickly

but whatever happens during this special sessionsession wed like to
raise some questions about why this session is necessary and what
the administration ofofgovgov steve cowper hopes to accomplish in it

gov cowper claims accurately that the legislature did
not balance the budget before it left the only catch to that is the
projection for state revenues technically the budget is not balanc-
ed because the state is predicting oil prices in the range of 14

a barrel
A number of legislators are predicting and there certainly is

merit to their argument that the price of oil will be higher
maybe even up to 19 a barrel if that is the case there will be
enough money

we here at the tundra timesnines certainly have no special ability
to predict oil prices in our budget crunch we can hardly make
long distance telephone calls so its difficult to know which side
to take in this debate over oil prices

but we can take a strong stand on the one key issue in this ses-
sion what gov cowper is seeking is for the legislature to make
an appropriation from what he conveniently calls the excess ear-
nings of the permanent fund to the budget reserve fund
the first deposit would be for 250 million and in following years
it would be 150 million a year to build up to a total of 1 billion

it sounds fine until you realize that before the governor could
spend any of this money the legislature would have to speairspecirspecificallyicallaically
appropriate it so we are wondering why does this money have
to be transferred from the permanent fund

it would appear that ifianan emergency exists the money can be
taken from these so called excess earnings by the legislature and
if legislative action is required either way were not certain the
money needs to be put in a special account

it would appear that the only reason for transferring the money
from the permanent fund to another account is that it might be
easier to spend it if its already in another account

we understand that gov cowper is faced with an incredibly
difficult task its certainly a thankless job to be governor in these
days of ever tighteningtightenitightensing revenues at the same time we do ques-
tion the need for this emergency fund we already have that
in the form of alietliethe permanent fund

we have to agree with former gov jay hammond that it might
just be better to leavetteleavetheleavothelealeavvetheothe money where it is until the emergency
actually arises


